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ROBERT HORVATH'S

QUEER HISTORIE
By Chad Alligood
11n Robe rt Horvath's large recent painting Petit Sa Ion, a massive. handsome
piece of furniture occupies center stage. Gleaming black lacquered surfaces give way to richly textured, curvilinear edges clad in gold. Nary a right angle in evidence, the architectur e of this form defies logic: how can it possibly
stay upright? The massivity of its top half snakes into spindly, shapely legs,
curling delicately as they seemingly graze the floor. Painted by Horvath in a
cold, clear light, its ebullient surface decoration and unabashed flamboyan ce
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betray its era: this is the Rococo, the frothy style in

contemporary Western society. In these images, the

art, decoration, and architecture promulgated in 18th

sinuous

century France which quickly spread throughout

co aesthetics find cognates today in the outward per-

Continental Europe. The appetite for this style of

formance of mainstream gay attitudes. For the artist,

furniture reached such a level that a whole class

gay pride floats can be seen as large versions of Rococo por-

of French furniture makers emerged who specialized in ve-

celain soup tureens and multi-figural sculptural compositions

neered case pieces like this one. These artisans were known

made by the eighteenth-century porcelain factories.They lack

as ebenistes (from the French word ebene-ebony); their

moderation and a balanced aesthetic, becoming instruments

creations often featured elaborate mechanical devices that

that camouflaged over-sexualized behavior in plain view of

allowed, for example, the top to open dramatically, reveal-

the general public. Horvath draws these parallels for the

ing a surface on which to write, read, or work. Such fanciful

viewer by constructing scenes which conjure the norms of

pieces of furniture populated the parlors, bedrooms and

historical display-only to immediately flout those norms with

salons of the well-heeled French nobility of the 18th centu-

transgressive images of queer desire. In Petit Salon, for exam-

ry, sitting alongside refined pieces of decorative art: ornate

ple, the setting of the painting calls forth the period room, that

mirrors, grand tapestries, and finely designed ceramics. In

problematic but seductive concept of modern museum dis-

Petit Salon, our Rococo table serves as the setting for an in-

play. Straining towards authenticity through the careful exhibi-

tricate clock with a figural ceramic case perched on its top.

tion of related historical objects within an architectural interi-

Such clocks, which took inspiration from Chinese porcelain

or, the period room enacts a construction of the past against

objects, often incorporated idyllic scenes of semi-clothed

which we viewers can demonstrate our modernity. In Petit

cherubs, gods and goddesses, and animals. On first glance,

Salon, the reimagining of the Rococo interior within a period

this particular clock would seem to fall right in line with this

room aesthetic is everywhere in evidence: the shiny parquet

tradition: a buxom, idealized nude figure blithely idles around

floors, the walls lined with gilded boiserie, the decorative ob-

the clock face, attending by vegetal forms sprouting here and

jects arranged just-so. The source for this interior is Horvath's

there. And yet...look closer, and you notice that this particular

own photographic archive, images he captured traveling to

figure seems a bit queerer than the already rather fey norm

European museums, such as the Dresden Porcelain Collec-

for French ceramics of this era. The muscular, bearded demi-

tion at Staatliche Kunstsammlungen in Dresden, Germany

god presents his meaty ass to the viewer, his left asscheek

The sudden irruption of a manifestly gay erotic image-the

in blush as if freshly spanked. He peers coquettishly over his

beefy bottom, presenting-disturb s the typically staid, his-

left shoulder as his left hand reaches inward, away from the

toricizing tone of the period room. That disturbance is critical

viewer, likely jacking his petite glazed ceramic cock. On his

to the function of these pictures: they pose their questions

haunches, his feet upturned, the figure rears back against his

through evocation, upended by immediate interrogation.

line

and

campy

cartoonishness

of

Roco-

black sneakers. Sneakers? Suddenly, the figure looks much
less like a god and much more like a go-go boy immedi-ate-

You can see this mode at work, for instance, in another recent

ly after the late shift at the Eagle. This, you realize, is plainly

image: Small Treasury, a whirling fantasy of virtuosic techni-

not the Rococo promulgated in 18th century France which

cal painting. The image takes its structure from display cases

quickly spread throughout Continental Europe. But what is it?

used in museum settings Horvath encountered on his travels: the thick, black bars recall the outline of a sealed muse-

Horvath's recent paintings and digital collages trace visual

um vitrine (even as they echo the orthogonal lines of linear

and conceptual rhymes between the cultural expression of

perspective). The rigidity of this structure plays moderni5t

a Rococo sensibility three centuries ago and gay culture in

counterpoint to the utterly organic, fanciful object imagined

within. As in Petit Salon, this fictional clock takes visual inspi-

insufficiency of speech: because to need the supplement is

ration from historical objects. The swirling, gilded forms of the

to indicate a prior state of incompletion. The prior term-in

base recall the cast metal settings often made for ceramic

Horvath's pictures, the image of history, presented through the

objects produced in 18th century France. The pearlescent

example of the period room-is thus always characterized by

surfaces of the depicted ceramic form undulate in a manner

an absence, a lack. Horvath finds this lack in the visual record

that recalls the organic line of a shell; the term "Rococo", of

of 18th century France: though "the sensibilities of elite Euro-

course, is thought to derive from the French rocaille, or "shell".

pean art patrons ran to decadence, intemperance, luxury, lasciviousness, and individual hedonism," as Horvath describes,

Yet here, too, we experience a moment of realization: flit-

overt homosexual imagery would have been a bridge too far,

ting through the undersea dream at the bottom of the

even for them. The supplement-Horvath's lovingly painted

composition, a young male figure languorously unfurls his

gay imagery-fills this lack. Through this work, he invents an

toned body. Encircled in a gilded jockstrap, he sleeps se-

alternative history, seeking "to make these new pieces

renely with eyes passively closed. Allowing us to visual-

that are almost like they could be pieces that could have been

ly consume the beauty of his form, his pose recalls that

made in the 1700s, but somehow they were somehow too

of Anne-Louis Girodet's iconic male nude The Sleep of

risque, too controversial to have on display in museums. So

Endymion (1791). The lounging Adonis plays the softcore

they had to be put away in the collection. And they're in an

second fiddle to a pair of figures crowning the clock, united

archive." Of course, Derrida's conception of the supplement

in a triangular pose of anal bliss. Like the muscular bottom in

remains deliberately ambiguous: in Freoch, suppleer can

Petit Salon, Horvath lifted the poses of these two male fig-

mean either "to supplement" or "to supplant." So it is with the

ures from contemporary gay pornography he sourced from

functioning of the supplement: it remains always ambiguous

the internet. Two dogs play witness to their moment of pas-

whether the supplement operates as an addition, "a pleni-

sion, flanking the composition on either side: Horvath paint-

tude enriching another plenitude, the fullest measure of pres-

ed these after his own beloved canines, Bebo and Gobi.

ence," or if in fact it supplants the original term, adding "only
to replace." What happens when Horvath's cavorting idyllic

Horvath's playful conceit-inserting explicit references to

gays infiltrate these staid images of history? Do they alter his-

contemporary gay desire into images of historical settings-

tory itself? Perhaps some viewers will miss his gesture entirely;

introduces an opportunity for critical reflection in the process

for them, the addition of the contemporary gay sensibility not

of history-making. "I place these new, fictional constructed

only supplements but actually supplants the history they seek

forms into interiors where they could have been or would

to redress. For the artist, that's part of the point: "What an amaz-

be-or; they're replacing something that was already there,"

ing opportunity to mask, to hide ...It's like camouflage.So Icould

he has explained. This radical gesture may thus be read as

place anything in here and most likely people walking through

a supplemental one, by turns masking and simultaneously

it would walk by it and not even notice it. But it's also all on dis-

underscoring some foundational inadequacy the artist finds

play. It's all out there." For Derrida, the supplement ultimately

in the original setting. Indeed, Jacques Derrida character-

functions in both ways simultaneously, as both "accretion and

ized the logic of the supplement as seeming to naturalize

substitution." Thus, the supplement oscillates between mo-

the prior term, even while it disguises the lack inherent to

dalities of pure presence and mitigated absence: Horvath's

that term that the supplement presupposes. For Derrida,

images can exist as accretions to the stuff of history, even as

the relationship of writing to speech is the preeminent ex-

they begin to seep into the historical narrative themselves.

ample of the supplement, where the very need for writing
as a mode of communication inherently denotes the natural

.

Let us return, then, to the image with which we began. Know-

v Horvath, Robert. "Artist's Statement for White Gold." Bert

ing now how Horvath's images work, we feel compelled to look

Green Fine Art. Available: http:/ / bgfa.us/Resources/horvath_

more closely at Petit Salon, to further imagine the world that
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might have produced the sexy gay clock atop the fine lacquered
table. Who would have inhabited this queer historical space?

u, For more, see Keeble, Trevor, Brenda Martin, and Penny

Who would have walked across that parquet floor, inserted a

Sparke. The Modern Period Room: The Construction of the

key into the table's lock, and taken out paper to compose a

Exhibited Interior 1870 to 1950. London; New York: Rout-

letter of love? Who, indeed,would have gazed longingly on the

ledge, 2006.

strapping, rosy-cheeked porcelain bottom?
In his manifes-

~-Conversation with the author, May 8, 2018.

to on queer futurity Cruising Utopia, Jose Esteban Munoz
asserted that "Queerness is that thing that lets us feel that

~ Horvath, "Artist's Statement for White Gold."

this world is not enough, that indeed something is missing." In Horvath's exquisitely painted historical fantasies,

.,,,_, Qtd. in Grossman, Dan. "In his new exhibition Petit Mort,

he invents that missing thing for us, ensconcing it within a

Robert Horvath riffs on Rococo," Nuvo, November 21, 2017.

space of privilege and care. In so doing, he helps us see

Available: http://bgfa.us/Resources/horvath_press.pdf

that the world, as it stands, is not-has never been-enough.
~·Jacques Derrida, Of Grammatology. New York: JHU Press,
1998,34.
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There of Queer Futurity. New York: New York University Press,
2009, 1.

